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Abstract
Over the last decade, studies of ancient biomolecules—particularly ancient DNA, proteins, and lipids—have revolutionized our understanding of evolutionary history. Though initially fraught with many challenges, the field now stands on firm foundations. Researchers now successfully retrieve nucleotide and amino acid sequences, as well as lipid signatures, from progressively older samples, originating from geographic areas and depositional environments that, until recently, were regarded as hostile to long-term preservation of biomolecules. Sampling frequencies and the spatial and temporal scope of studies have also increased markedly, and with them the size and quality of the data sets generated. This progress has been made possible by...
continuous technical innovations in analytical methods, enhanced criteria for the selection of ancient samples, integrated experimental methods, and advanced computational approaches. Here, we discuss the history and current state of ancient biomolecule research, its applications to evolutionary inference, and future directions for this young and exciting field.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades, studies of ancient biomolecules have transformed our understanding of the evolutionary history of life on Earth. Prior to this, evolutionary inferences had been drawn almost exclusively from molecular analyses of living organisms and the observation of phenotypic traits in fossils. However, such analyses provide only indirect evidence of the drivers and mechanisms that created present-day biodiversity. Ancient molecules, conversely, offer a direct window into the biological past and allow us to track evolutionary processes in real time. The categories of ancient molecules that have arguably made the biggest contribution to elucidating evolutionary history to date are nucleic acids, proteins, and lipids. While deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) can dissect evolutionary processes with the highest resolution, proteins and lipids are important on longer temporal scales and in geographic areas that are less favorable to DNA preservation. In this
review, we introduce these three major categories of ancient biomolecules, summarize the history of their study, and discuss the foundations and frontiers of the field. We then go on to highlight their most important applications to evolutionary inference and outline where research is heading in the upcoming years.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In 1984, DNA from a museum specimen of quagga, an equid species that went extinct in the nineteenth century, was successfully sequenced (1), thus marking the birth of the field of ancient DNA (aDNA) research. Since then, the focus of aDNA studies has progressed from small mitochondrial DNA fragments retrieved from a single species (2) to multiple species (3), to full genomic sequencing of one or a few specimens (4, 5), to single-nucleotide polymorphism capture-based population genomics (6) and whole-genome shotgun sequencing (7), often including over a hundred individuals. The age of specimens from which DNA can be successfully recovered has also increased significantly from a relatively modest couple of hundreds of years (1) to hundreds of thousands of years (8). In parallel to these developments in population genetics, studies of free extracellular DNA extracted directly from ancient depositional archives such as sediments and ice cores (9, 10), known as environmental aDNA, have advanced from sequencing bacterial clones to metabarcoding, i.e., sequencing of amplicons using next-generation sequencing (NGS) platforms (11), to paleometagenomics, i.e., direct shotgun sequencing of ancient metagenomes from bulk samples. This has allowed the detection of a broad range of species from past environments at an unprecedented level of detail (12). Last, but not least, the field has also established a robust framework of operating procedures to effectively deal with contamination issues, which plagued earlier studies (reviewed in 13). These technological and methodological developments have allowed a rapid increase in scope and range of outputs over a relatively short period, generating fundamental new insights into the evolutionary past of a wide range of organisms across space and time.

The investigation of ancient protein residues, unlike aDNA, became possible by application of a robust sequencing technique only recently. This is rather surprising, given that the first successful attempt to characterize ancient protein residues dates back to 1954, when several amino acids were detected in fossil samples (14). In the following years, immunodetection methods were used to identify epitopes attributed to fossil proteins (15). However, the results produced in this pioneering phase were rarely conclusive, as the available methodologies were able to detect, but not sequence, ancient protein residues. The introduction of protein sequencing based on Edman degradation also had limited impact on the study of ancient proteins (16). Specimens suitable for this technique had to contain significant amounts of a single, purified, and minimally damaged protein—a set of conditions rarely met by ancient fossil or subfossil remains. A turning point occurred in 2000, when mass spectrometry (MS) was applied to detect osteocalcin from ancient bone for the first time (17). The first significant application of this innovative approach to ancient specimens was the taxonomic identification of faunal remains based on collagen peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF) (18). The availability of instruments able to deliver progressively higher resolution and accuracy opened the way for reliable sequencing of ancient proteomes. In 2012, the first extended ancient bone proteome was retrieved from a ∼43,000-year-old mammoth (19). Since then, the approach has been successfully applied to a wide range of animal remains, time scales, and geographic regions to elucidate a number of evolutionary questions (20).

The study of ancient lipids in the modern era was very much stimulated by the emergence of gas chromatography (GC) and MS. The first analyses of lipids in geological settings were carried out in the 1960s, heralding the emergence of the field of organic geochemistry (21). The first investigations of lipids in archaeological materials appeared in the 1970s (22). Over the following
decades, studies of lipids in ancient materials diversified into: (a) organic geochemistry, where lipids were used to reconstruct environments and processes in the geological past (23); (b) biomolecular paleontology, where the study of lipids was part of wider investigations of biomolecular preservation in fossils (24); and (c) biomolecular archaeology, where lipids were used to reconstruct human activities in the past (25). The past 50 years have witnessed an explosion in the application of ancient lipid analysis, ranging from fundamental studies of the evolution of life on Earth, petroleum exploration (26), paleoclimate reconstruction (26), biogeochemical cycles, and paleoecology (27), to studies of prehistoric human diet, agriculture, and many other cultural and social activities in the past (25). These diverse studies have provided the empirical and experimental framework for our current understanding of the range of sedimentary deposits, ecofacts, and artefacts that contain organic residues preserving lipid biomarkers.

FOUNDATIONS AND FRONTIERS
Sources of Ancient Biomolecules
Ancient DNA can be preserved in a variety of discrete remains, as well as a wide range of depositional archives (reviewed in 28). While bones and teeth remain the most widely used mineralized specimens for extracting aDNA, there is a wealth of other suitable calcified and mineralized substrates, such as eggshells, invertebrate shells, coprolites, and dental calculus, the latter two being particularly valuable for investigating ancient microbiomes (29). Keratinous material, e.g., hair, claws, and feathers, represents another important, though relatively scarce, source of animal aDNA (30). Archaeobotanical remains, such as fossilized seeds, fruit, and wood, have been the dominant source of ancient plant DNA (reviewed in 31), while archaeological artefacts, e.g., lithics and ceramics, remain a promising, though highly contested and underutilized, source of aDNA originating primarily from food sources (28). Furthermore, environmental DNA, belonging to a diverse set of animal, plant, and bacterial species, can be extracted from various depositional contexts, including permafrost (9), cave and lake sediments (9, 11, 12, 32), and ice cores (10).

In addition to macrofossils and environmental deposits, there are a number of highly promising sources of aDNA that remain poorly explored owing to methodological and technological limitations. One notable example is microfossils, e.g., pollen, diatoms, and fungal spores, which represent a highly abundant fossil type in some depositional environments across the globe. However, existing methods for the isolation of microfossils are mostly manual, e.g., selecting one microfossil at a time with micropipettes (33), and thus extremely time consuming.

Similar to aDNA studies, most ancient protein studies have focused on bones and teeth as the biomolecular source. The analysis of ancient bone proteomes has become a routine practice, with frequent identification of collagen type 1 (COL1), the most abundant component of the bone extracellular matrix. The stability and mechanical strength of collagen stem from its structure: a right-handed bundle of three tightly packed, parallel, left-handed polyproline II–type helices, and the presence of interstrand hydrogen bonds (34). Recently, dentine and enamel proteomes have also been investigated. The dentine and bone proteomes are similar in that they are both dominated by COL1 and their proteomes include hundreds of different proteins in present-day samples (35).

Enamel has its own advantages. It hosts a highly distinct proteome of ten or fewer proteins that are not found in dentine and can be analyzed relatively nondestructively. One of these proteins is amelogenin, which is expressed in humans in two isoforms from two different genes located on the nonrecombinant parts of the X and Y chromosomes (36). The confident identification of amelogenin Y-specific sequences provides a proteomics-based alternative to morphological and DNA-based sex determination techniques. Other sources, such as cultural heritage materials or
ancient dental calculus, have recently received considerable attention, as they provide additional information on human activity, health, and diet (29, 37). Ancient proteins are also abundant in mummified human and animal remains, as well as tissues derived from processed skin and hair, such as parchment (38), while investigation of ancient proteins from plant remains has, to date, been sporadic (39).

Like aDNA and ancient proteins, ancient lipids persist in a wide range of substrates, including ocean and lake sediments, sedimentary rocks, soils, fossil and subfossil remains, archaeological artefacts (e.g., pottery, stone tools), animal and human remains (soft tissue and bone lipids), coprolites, botanical remains, and a wide range of other deposits (tars, pitches, and bitumens) and hoards (or caches) of organic material such as bog butters (i.e., fatty substances, made either of animal carcass or dairy products found in peat bogs). A notable difference between lipids and other classes of biomolecules is that, under favorable preservation conditions, they are frequently recovered in high concentrations. For example, lipids comprise approximately 10% of the dry weight of peat, and the copious resin and bitumen deposits in Egyptian mummies are almost entirely lipid (40). Concentrations of absorbed lipids in archaeological vessels used for cooking are typically approximately 0.1 to 1 mg/g of the ceramic fabric (41), and bog butters have been recovered in multiple-kilogram quantities (42).

Characteristics of Ancient Biomolecules

The chemical structure of ancient biomolecules is heavily altered by a series of complex diagenetic reactions that begin upon the death of the organism and continue until their recovery. Detailed characterization of the typologies and the extent of chemical alterations occurring in ancient biomolecules is paramount for optimizing their recovery and authentication.

Ancient DNA. Ancient DNA is normally heavily fragmented and chemically modified. After the death of an organism, DNA is initially degraded by endogenous nuclease. This is soon followed by exogenous degradation processes, such as oxidation, hydrolysis, and background radiation, which alter the nitrogenous bases and cleave the sugar-phosphate backbone of the DNA molecules, leading to their destabilization and fragmentation (Figure 1a). There are four dominant types of aDNA damage: (a) fragmentation, (b) abasic sites (missing DNA bases), (c) cross-linking (condensation reactions between DNA and proteins or sugars), and (d) miscoding lesions (base pair modifications leading to the incorporation of incorrect bases during DNA amplification) (reviewed in 13). Fragmentation, abasic sites, and crosslinking all inhibit the amplification of aDNA, whereas miscoding lesions produce erroneous sequences that can significantly impact downstream analyses. Direct quantitative comparisons of aDNA fragmentation in a large number of bone samples from different geographic regions, time periods, and environments have revealed that the number of aDNA fragments exponentially decreases with the increase of their length, as the random breakage of long molecules results in an accumulation of shorter ones. While the rate of the fragmentation depends on different environmental factors, e.g., temperature, pH, and water availability, it appears to be initially rapid, most likely due to high enzymatic activity, and followed by reduced rates over the long term (43, 44). Moreover, high-throughput sequencing analyses of miscoding lesions have confirmed that (a) cytosine deamination to uracil, a thymine analog, is the most prominent base modification (45, 46); (b) this deamination increases toward fragment termini, where hydrolytic cleavage of phosphodiester bonds promotes the formation of single-stranded overhangs; and (c) depurination drives post mortem DNA fragmentation (13). Depurination preferentially occurs in adenines in younger samples, but in guanines in older samples, possibly reflecting differences in fragmentation dynamics between the two bases (46). With the introduction of NGS,
post mortem aDNA damage patterns became a key criterion for distinguishing endogenous sequences from contaminant DNA, i.e., DNA that penetrated the host after its death and present-day DNA introduced through the excavation, storage, and handling of the ancient samples (13).

Particularly favorable environmental conditions for aDNA preservation include low temperatures, rapid desiccation, and high salt concentration. These factors facilitate destruction and/or inactivation of nucleases and reduce bacterial metabolic activity and hydrolytic attacks (50). Consequently, the oldest genomes sequenced to date come from specimens preserved under such conditions, for instance, a 110–130-kyr (thousands of years)-old bone of a polar bear in the Arctic Ocean Svalbard archipelago (51), a 700-kyr-old horse bone excavated in Yukon, Canada (8), and a 430-kyr-old hominin fossil found at Sima de los Huesos in Spain (52). Similarly, the oldest environmental aDNA has been sequenced from ice and permafrost (10) ranging between 400 and 800 kyr in age. In contrast, the age of the oldest environmental aDNA reads from the tropics is ∼2 orders of magnitude lower (e.g., 53). While future studies may succeed in retrieving DNA sequences older than one million years, particularly from discrete samples preserved under highly favorable conditions, current technological and methodological limitations make it hard to imagine such practice ever becoming routine.

Ancient proteins. A first evaluation of the decay of ancient proteins can be undertaken using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) gel electrophoresis (19, 39). Unlike their modern counterparts, ancient protein extracts do not generate electrophoretic profiles with distinct, well-resolved bands characteristic of intact, freshly denatured proteins, but a continuous smear of protein residues. This is arguably due to spontaneous peptide backbone cleavage and the formation of covalent cross-links among proteins and possibly other organic compounds, such as carbohydrates and lipids. Protein fragmentation frequently occurs due to spontaneous nonenzymatic peptide backbone cleavage at the carboxyl side of asparagine (Asn) and glutamine (Gln) (54), and such fragmentation is correlated with their spontaneous and nonenzymatic deamidation to form aspartic acid (Asp) and glutamic acid (Glu), respectively (55). Peptide backbone cleavage also takes place at Asp and Glu residues, with rates higher than those for Asn and Gln (56).

Deamidation has been observed in almost all ancient protein studies undertaken to date, and it is generally higher in samples of greater thermal age (Figure 1b) (57). Recent studies have observed that known contaminants present in ancient protein extracts have very little to no deamidation, while endogenous bone noncollagenous proteins (NCPs) generally have extensive deamidation,
often close to 100%. In contrast, collagens display deamidation rates between those of common contaminants and those of NCPs. As a result, deamidation has been proposed as an effective method for distinguishing between endogenous and contaminating NCPs when extraction protocols permit it (47, 48).

Ancient protein residues also experience other forms of random, spontaneous, nonenzymatic alterations. Kynurenine, a product of tryptophan oxidation previously reported to spontaneously occur in situ in artificially aged wool, and aminoadipic acid, derived from lysine, are clear examples of age-dependent oxidative damage and were also observed in mammoth bone from the permafrost (19). Similarly, arginine and lysine carbonylation leads to missed cleavages during trypsin digestion, reducing peptide recovery in ancient samples (19). Carboxymethyllysine, an advanced glycation end product, was also observed in a moa bone sample not older than 1,000 years (58). Although recent work has focused on charting Gln and Asn deamidation, these and other important diagenetic pathways affecting protein preservation need to be examined in more detail.

As with aDNA, identifying the factors and the conditions favoring protein preservation over long temporal scales will guide the analysis of more challenging targets. Organo-metallic complexing, involving iron-catalyzed free-radical reactions facilitating protein cross-linking, has been put forward as one of the factors stabilizing soft tissue residues in fossil bone (59). Furthermore, stable covalent protein–protein bonds can also contribute to ancient bone protein preservation (60). However, it was recently demonstrated that it is the tight interaction between protein residues and the mineral matrix that plays a crucial role in ancient protein stabilization (61). Importantly, a growing body of experimental evidence and theoretical models indicate that ancient protein residues can be retrieved from considerably older epochs, even in geographic areas that are generally poorly suited for the preservation of ancient biomolecules (20, 61).

**Ancient lipids.** Lipid are the organic solvent–soluble components of living organisms, i.e., oils, fats, waxes, and resins. They are relatively recalcitrant because of the low abundances of functional groups and the dominance of saturated aliphatic chains, branches, and rings within their structure. This makes them inherently resistant to biodegradation and abiological decay compared to DNA and proteins, especially when they are protected within mineral or organic matrices. Entrapment in either organic or mineral matrices, e.g., sediment aggregates, pottery, bone, etc. (62), reduces the loss of biomolecules by diffusion and limits microbial activity by impeding access to lipid substrates. In highly dense lithified sedimentary materials, microbial activity is limited because of the reduced porosity and permeability restricting their access to water and essential nutrients. The degree of preservation of lipids is also highly dependent on the physicochemical conditions of the depositional environment, e.g., pH, redox potential, temperature (63), wetness (64), and biomass. The phenomenon known as sacrificial decomposition, which relies on the preferential decay of codeposited biological organic matter, serves to preserve lipids in various sedimentary deposits, artefacts, and ecofacts (65). The resistance of lipids to decay, combined with their persistence at the original site of deposition, makes them excellent candidates for use as biomarkers in molecular stratigraphic (i.e., chronological) investigations.

The preservation of lipids on geological timescales usually involves diagenetic defunctionalizations, e.g., hydrolysis of esters, reduction of double bonds, and loss of heteroatoms, most commonly oxygen (Figure 1c). The result is that lipid biomarkers preserved in very ancient geological sediments are generally hydrocarbon skeletons of the original biolipids. A classic paper by MacKenzie et al. (49) used the geological fate of sterols to illustrate the transformations of lipids from living organisms via a complex web of diagenetic and catagenetic reactions to yield geolipid assemblages. The transformations that occur are “systematic and sequential” (49, p. 491) and the biochemical imprint in the structures, including stereochemistry, is evident even after...
hundreds of millions of years. Such observations apply to a wide range of the other classes of lipids, such as diterpenoids, triterpenoids, and porphyrins (23). A notable geological fate of lipids is their condensation with codeposited organic compounds to form geopolymers termed humic or kerogenous. Structurally recognizable lipid can be released from these materials by thermolysis and/or chemolysis.

More recent work on acyl lipids widely preserved at archaeological sites has provided a similar systematic understanding of the factors controlling deposition and degradation (66). Experimental studies of lipid behavior during food processing have provided insights into physicochemical processes involved in physical adsorption and thermally mediated transformations, as well as biodegradation during burial (66). A critical conclusion is that absorption of lipids into pores and onto clay surfaces of unglazed ceramic is vital to lipid survival, as this inhibits microbial degradation, explaining the survival of lipids in the oldest pottery investigated (67).

Analysis of Ancient Biomolecules

Every stage of ancient biomolecule investigation requires the adoption of dedicated procedures that take into account the key features of ancient biomolecules. Specimen selection, sample preparation, data generation, and interpretation all need to be adapted to deal with the limited amounts, the advanced degradation, and the extended contamination affecting the ancient biomolecules investigated.

aDNA. Over the last 30 years, a tremendous amount of effort has been invested into maximizing aDNA recovery. The introduction of high-throughput sequencing is arguably the single most important contributor to the expansion of the field. The associated explosion in data generation prompted a transformation of the procedures for their analysis and interpretation.

Sampling. The two key aims of aDNA retrieval (Figure 2a) are maximizing endogenous DNA content and minimizing contamination. Optimal sampling of ancient specimens is an important first step to achieve this. For instance, targeted sampling of the hardest and densest bone elements in the mammalian skeleton was instrumental in the emergence of ancient population genomics. The inner portion of the petrous part of the temporal bone in the skull, pars petrosa, and the cementum layer in tooth roots are considered to be the most favorable skeletal substrates for aDNA analysis owing to their high endogenous DNA contents (68, 69). Ethical, anthropological, and conservation concerns that have been recently raised against extensive sampling of petrous bones have prompted the development of less invasive approaches to retrieve bone powder from compact layers of such bones (70). For subsampling environmental aDNA, on the other hand, it is paramount to minimize the risk of contamination during sediment collection in the field and subsequent storage. For instance, spiking the surface of samples with detectable tracers helps with testing the penetration depth of contamination (9, 12).

Extraction. The characteristics of each sample substrate pose specific requirements for the extraction procedures, related to the effective digestion of the material and the solubilization of the DNA. For mineralized samples (e.g., bones, teeth), this is often undertaken with the aid of buffers; demineralizing agents, such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA); detergents, such as SDS; surfactants, such as N-lauroyl-sarcosine; and proteinases. All of these collectively lyse cell walls, degrade proteins, and release the DNA into solution. Suspension of sediment samples in lysis solutions breaks down the remaining organic structures and releases DNA molecules initially bound to the surface of mineral particles (71). The choice of lysis buffer depends on the type of sediment,
e.g., clay-rich (32) versus more organic (12, 72). With mineralized samples, the ratio of dissolved exogenous to endogenous DNA in a digestion buffer starts high and decreases with the time of digestion (73). Thus, an optimized predigestion step can efficiently remove the contaminant DNA without affecting the endogenous DNA. Following digestion, dissolved DNA is purified either by...
Figure 2. (Figure appears on preceding page) Workflows for the analysis of ancient biomolecules. (a) Ancient DNA (aDNA). Sample material is carefully selected and prepared to maximize the proportion of endogenous DNA. Sequencing libraries are prepared from the extracted aDNA through the ligation of platform-specific adapters. High-throughput sequencing can be performed directly on library DNA or after enrichment (capture) using target-specific baits. Initial authentication of aDNA sequencing data includes assessment of post mortem DNA damage, analysis of fragment lengths, and estimation of contamination. Subsequently, the sequencing data can be used for exploratory analyses and modeling. (b) Ancient proteins. The analysis starts with demineralization of the bone/tooth mineral matrix of the selected samples. Protein residues are digested, usually with trypsin, after which they are purified and injected into an LC-MS/MS instrument. Experimental tandem MS (MS/MS) spectra are subsequently matched against established protein sequence databases, or analyzed de novo, in order to correctly infer peptide sequences and protein content of the ancient sample. (c) Ancient lipids. The selected samples are crushed into a powder and extracted using organic solvents. Chromatographic, mass spectrometric, and isotopic techniques are used to separate, identify, and characterize the compounds in these extracts. Results of the analyses are then interpreted within a multidisciplinary framework. Abbreviations: GC, gas chromatography; GC-C-IRMS, gas chromatography–combustion–isotope ratio mass spectrometry; LC, liquid chromatography; MS, mass spectrometry; TC, thermal conversion. Photo credits: Illumina Inc.; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.; Pinhasi et al. (177); Ken Chatterton, Water, Engineering, and Development Centre, Loughborough University; Wessex Archaeology; Freepik; and Wikimedia Commons.

Next-generation sequencing. NGS has now replaced Sanger sequencing in the aDNA field. By rendering the previously required transfer of plasmid libraries and bacterial cloning unnecessary, NGS tremendously increases the amount of retrievable data. The NGS workflow can be summarized as follows: first, building DNA sequencing libraries using DNA ligation technologies; second, amplifying libraries using polymerase chain reaction (PCR); third, performing massively parallel sequencing; and fourth, conducting downstream bioinformatics analyses. While multiple sequencing platforms have been used during the maturation period of ancient genomics, the Illumina platform has largely outcompeted the various other commercial options, primarily owing to its massive output of short DNA reads (13).

The two most widely used sequencing approaches today are shotgun and target-enriched sequencing. With shotgun sequencing, the extracted DNA is directly converted into a sequencing library. In contrast, target-enrichment by hybridization, a procedure commonly known as capture, selects for DNA library fragments of interest with either DNA or RNA baits. Capture may be mediated by baits on solid-phase microarrays (75, 76) or by biotinylated baits in solution (77). Each of the two sequencing approaches has its own advantages and limitations (Table 1). One of the main advantages of shotgun sequencing is that it ensures a complete and unbiased sequencing of the extracted DNA. However, owing to poor aDNA preservation and extensive microbial contamination, sufficient coverage of the endogenous genomic material requires a relatively high volume of shotgun sequencing, which can often be prohibitively expensive. Capture-enriched sequencing may vastly increase the proportion of on-target DNA reads (78–80), thereby considerably reducing sequencing costs (80, 81). Its main limitation is that only studies with overlapping target regions can be comprehensively compared. Additional challenges include effective hybridization of targeted sequences, especially with heavily degraded molecules (e.g., 80); reduced complexity, which manifests as duplicate reads (i.e., clonality) in the sequencing data (78, 79, 82); and the inevitably biased nature of the recovered library fragments (78, 79).
In the case of environmental aDNA, amplicon-based sequencing (i.e., metabarcoding) is the primary low-cost alternative to shotgun sequencing (83, 84). Specific genes, which comprise enough DNA variability to enable identification of their composition within the targeted group and are either unique to one particular species or shared by a group of taxa, are PCR-amplified prior to sequencing (11). The key disadvantage of this approach is the relatively short length of the DNA stretches that can be successfully targeted (normally <200 base pairs), which limits the potential taxonomic identification between closely related taxa (85).

A typical computational workflow for handling high-throughput sequencing data from aDNA samples consists of the following steps: (a) trimming adaptor sequences from the reads, (b) collapsing them when matching pairs with significant overlap are identified, (c) filtering out reads with lengths shorter than 25–30 base pairs, and (d) aligning the remaining reads against reference genomes. Following this, alignments that are assigned with low-quality scores, as well as PCR duplicates, are removed, and reads are locally realigned around small insertions and deletions to improve overall genome quality (reviewed in 13). The open-source package PALEOMIX (86) is a computational pipeline that implements most of these procedures. The alignment of DNA reads is usually followed by aDNA authentication and contamination quantification. Nucleotide misincorporation, originating from miscoding lesions and created during PCR amplification, is the basis of these two procedures. For instance, during the blunt-end ligation step of the double-stranded DNA library preparation, cytosine deamination at 5′ overhangs results in greater C→T and G→A misincorporation rates toward the starts and the ends of the sequences, respectively (87). Software packages such as mapDamage (88, 89) or pmdtools (90) can test for the presence of such
patterns of nucleotide misincorporation. Contamination can be quantified using mitogenomes (5), X chromosome data (91), or autosomal data (5, 92). Additionally, estimating error rates and genome completion is important for limiting their effects in downstream analyses (reviewed in 13).

Finally, the mapped genome(s) can undergo genotype calling if the average genomic coverage is high (typically >15×). If a genome is of low coverage, it is recommendable to either obtain genotype likelihoods (93) or perform pseudohaploid sampling (5), to enable unbiased comparisons between low- and high-coverage data. The ancient genome(s) can then be used for downstream analyses to infer evolutionary histories. These analyses often include exploratory approaches, such as principal-component analysis (94) and latent class modeling (95), as well as more parameter-rich demographic estimation methods (e.g., 96, 97) (Figure 2a).

Ancient proteins. Standard extraction methods, targeting intact proteins ordinarily found in modern organisms, need to be modified to deal effectively with the extended fragmentation and chemical alteration of ancient proteins and to minimize the losses associated with each preparation step (Figure 2b). MS has become the key method for the analysis of ancient proteins, providing a reliable sequencing tool for high-throughput, confident identification of ancient proteins and proteomes.

Subsampling and extraction. Transferring of the protein residues in solution is dismissed in favor of direct digestion of the whole demineralized organic bone matrix pellet, enabling trypsin to access and digest the crosslinked portion of the substrate and solubilize tryptic peptides (98). An alternative approach, based on SDS denaturation, enables enhanced protein recovery from soft tissues preserved in ethanol (99) and oral microbiome proteins in dental calculus (29). This approach, however, is better suited for relatively well-preserved ancient samples, as the repeated buffer exchanges can cause extensive losses of fragmented protein residues. A less destructive approach has been recently developed, where most of the conventional preparation steps, i.e., reduction, alkylation, and digestion, are omitted and instead all the solubilized peptides are directly processed by MS analysis. This method has been used to solubilize archaeological proteins from enamel by HCl surface etching, creating sampling holes only several microns deep in modern and archaeological tissues (36).

Sequencing and computational analysis. There are two complementary proteomics approaches, referred to as top-down and bottom-up proteomics (100, 101). Top-down proteomics is the analysis of proteins in their undigested form (proteoforms) to preserve valuable information about post-translational modifications, isoforms, and proteolytic processing. However, this approach is still in its infancy and has yet to be applied to ancient proteins. Consequently, bottom-up proteomics is the approach ordinarily used for ancient protein sequence identification, where a protein mixture is digested to peptides by proteolytic enzymes (e.g., trypsin). The resulting peptide mixture can then be identified either by peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF), based on MS analysis, or by nano liquid chromatography coupled with tandem MS (nanoLC-MS/MS). In PMF, the obtained peptide masses are compared to the masses of peptides predicted to derive from known proteins by the same enzymatic digestion (102). PMF-based approaches are now widely adopted to taxonomically assign morphologically unidentifiable bone fragments from the Holocene and Pleistocene, even in batches of hundreds to thousands of samples (47, 103).

In contrast, MS/MS enables peptide sequencing from complex protein mixtures. Given that ancient proteomes are typically neither particularly complex nor abundant, analytical settings should be adapted to prioritize sensitivity over speed (104). Despite all the technological improvements
introduced so far, only a fraction of the available peptide sample actually enters the mass spectrometer as gas-phase ions (105). The inclusion of dimethyl sulfoxide as a supercharging reagent in liquid chromatography (LC) solvents can enhance peptide electrospray ionization, improving their identification sensitivity (106).

Dedicated algorithms match the masses of the product ions, generated after isolation and collision-induced fragmentation of the peptides analyzed, against theoretical MS/MS spectra generated as described above. Byonic (107) and Andromeda (108, 109) computer-based search engines are particularly suitable for ancient protein analysis as they allow the identification of unknown modifications and highly degraded protein sequences. De novo sequencing is a powerful new approach for ancient protein identification. It requires no prior protein sequence knowledge, allowing the identification of novel amino acid substitutions (single amino acid polymorphisms, SAPs) compared to existing protein sequence databases (20). A hybrid solution, error-tolerant search algorithms, do utilize protein sequence databases while allowing amino acid substitutions, similarly enabling the identification of (novel) SAPs. However, despite the tremendous effort of researchers to develop de novo and error-tolerant sequencing algorithms, e.g., Lutefisk (110) and PEAKS (111), complete peptide identification remains difficult owing to the gaps in the ion series recorded in MS/MS spectra (112, 113). The application of de novo or error-tolerant search algorithms therefore introduces biases in ancient peptide and protein identifications, particularly when the analyzed sample is phylogenetically distant from available reference sequences (113). The introduction of new de novo sequencing algorithms, e.g., algorithms based on deep learning techniques such as DeepNovo (114), have the potential to significantly alter this aspect of ancient protein analysis.

**Ancient lipids.** The recovery, sampling, and determinations of lipid biomarkers in archaeological, palaeontological, and/or sedimentary materials are built on solid foundations of robust molecular concepts and are backed up by numerous experimental studies. The particular category of sample, and likely compound class present therein, defines the analytical protocols and specific instrumental techniques employed. These requirements are further defined by the need for quantitative, qualitative, and compound-specific isotopic information.

**Subsampling and extraction.** Solvent extraction is the principal method used to solubilize or extract lipids from various substrates. Given the range of compound classes present, i.e., hydrocarbons to carboxylic acids, solvent systems of intermediate polarity are often used. Whole fat, wax, resinous, and bituminous residues are directly dissolved in solvents, while subsamples of rock, sediments, soils, fossils, potsherds, bone or porous stone artefacts, coprolites, etc., are first crushed to a powder to open the matrix and increase extraction efficiencies. Total lipids (Figure 2c) are extracted using organic solvent mixtures, such as chloroform/methanol 2:1 (v/v) or dichloromethane/methanol 2:1 (v/v), by ultrasonication in disposable glass vials to avoid cross contamination. Where larger samples (tens of milligrams to grams) are available, lipids can be efficiently recovered using continuous Soshlet extraction, accelerated solvent extraction, or microwave extraction. These approaches are readily applicable to soft tissues after air or freeze drying (63). Fractionations by column or solid-phase extraction chromatography are used to separate complex mixtures when trace lipid components are targeted (115). If more polar lipids, such as diacids, are targeted, alkaline or acid extraction procedures are used (116). This results in the loss of some compositional information preserved in intact ester lipids, notably triacylglycerols and wax esters (62). A range of other chemical cleavage reagents have been used either singly or sequentially to release covalently (sulphur, ether, ester, aromatic) bound lipid biomarkers from geopolymers (117). Following chemical cleavage reactions, derivatization, e.g., trimethylsilylation or esterification, is
generally required to cap protic sites prior to GC, GC-MS, and/or GC–combustion–isotope ratio MS (GC-C-IRMS) (62).

Instrumental techniques. Direct MS analysis without chromatographic separation can be useful for fast characterization of visible lipid residues, organic fossils, and organic macerals. This approach is most suitable when the amounts of sample are limited. However, without chromatographic separation, mass spectra generally comprise mixtures of compounds, and the increased complexity makes interpretation challenging (118 and references therein). Thus, the most effective analyses of lipid biomarkers use GC to achieve molecular separations (119). Identifications of important biomarkers present only at trace levels can be achieved by GC-MS operated in the selected ion monitoring mode to provide enhanced sensitivity and selectivity (e.g., 115). Where further selectivity or sensitivity is required, then GC-MS/MS can be used with selected reaction monitoring. Compounds that cannot be volatilized (i.e., high-molecular-weight and polar lipids, or polymerized resins/geopolymers) are inaccessible to GC analysis, in which case pyrolysis-GC-MS can be used to fingerprint the thermal cleavage products of geopolymers, fossils, polymeric resins, and ambers (e.g., 120). LC-MS has also been routinely used in the analysis of bacterial and archaeal tetraether lipid biomarkers in organic geochemistry (121).

Conveniently, GC can be coupled to isotope ratio mass spectrometry (122). With GC-C-IRMS, stable carbon isotope values can be determined for individual compounds identified by GC-MS. Linking molecular structures to their stable isotope values offers enhanced specificity compared to bulk IRMS analysis and provides information relating to carbon cycling processes, metabolic origins, and paleoecology (e.g., 123). In this way, different botanical origins of plant waxes [C₃ versus C₄ plants; (125)] can be distinguished based on δ¹³C values of the high carbon number n-alkanes (C₂₇ to C₃₃) derived from leaf waxes. Similarly, the origins of animal fats in archaeological pottery can be determined based on the δ¹³C values of the two fatty acids palmitic acid (C₁₆:0) and stearic acid (C₁₈:0) (124). Another variant of the GC-C-IRMS technique allows determination of the compound-specific nitrogen isotopes of amino acids in proteins, notably collagen. Combined with carbon isotopes this allows enhanced specificity in paleodietary studies by exploiting the contrasting dietary origins and metabolic behaviors of different amino acids (125, 126). Finally, compound-specific hydrogen isotope values of lipids, notably fatty acids, have been used to link changes in human diet and animal exploitation to variations in precipitation (127).

APPLICATIONS IN EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY

Analyses of ancient biomolecules have led to some of the biggest breakthroughs in the field of evolutionary biology. The knowledge generated to date spans continents and epochs and includes all the major groups of organisms. Here we cover some of the most prominent examples.

Archaic Hominins

Ancient genomics has been central to furthering our understanding of human evolution after our divergence from archaic hominins, as well as the evolutionary consequences of human encounters with archaic hominin groups in the Late Pleistocene (128). The comparison of the Neanderthal genome with non-African individuals showed that the ancestors of all present-day non-African people contain around 2% Neanderthal DNA, indicating that they admixed with Neanderthals shortly after the dispersal of humans from Africa approximately 65–55 kyr ago (129). Sequencing the genome of another group of archaic hominins—the enigmatic Denisovans, so far known only from a finger bone and several teeth excavated in the Denisova Cave—has shown that interbreeding
occurred between them and the ancestors of present-day Oceanian peoples (129). This and other
archaic introgression events may have helped modern humans to adapt to local environmental
conditions, such as high altitudes in Tibet (130, 131), and contributed to a wide range of modern
human phenotypic traits.

Modern Human Ancestry and Demography

Much of the aDNA work to date has focused on the evolution and global dispersal of anatomically
modern humans (Figure 3a). One particularly fruitful research area has been focusing on the
admixture history and on the migration routes that have given rise to the present-day patterns of
human genetic diversity (reviewed in 132). For instance, the genome of the 24,000-year-old child
remains from Mal’ta in south-central Siberia showed strong genetic affinities with both western
Eurasians and Native Americans, suggesting a dual ancestry of the First Americans (133). More-
over, the genome of a 12,600-year-old individual from the Anzick culture revealed closer genetic
ties to Native Americans than to Europeans (68), ruling out a cross-Atlantic European origin for
the Paleo-Indian Clovis culture in North America. Recently, the genome of an 11,500-year-old
individual from interior Alaska revealed that the First Americans derive from a single source pop-
ulation and that they were most likely established in Beringia as early as 20,000 years ago (134). These
and similar studies (7, 135, 136) have collectively demonstrated that much of the human genetic
diversity we see today was created by migration and admixture events during human (pre)history.

Species Extinctions

While the Quaternary Megafaunal Extinction is very well recorded in the paleontological record,
its causes remain hotly debated, with climate change and human overkill as the two principal can-
didates. Ancient DNA has shed new light on this debate. Using ancient mitochondrial DNA from
megafaunal fossil remains spanning the past 50,000 years, Lorenzen et al. (3) showed that while
climate may have been the main extinction driver for some megafaunal species, e.g., the Eurasian
musk ox and woolly rhinoceros, it was the combined effects of climate and anthropogenic activities
that led to the demise of others, e.g., the Eurasian steppe bison and wild horse. A follow-up study
by Cooper et al. (137), focusing on nuclear DNA regions, reported similar findings: abrupt warm-
ing events brought about by interglacial periods have caused repeated population-level turnovers
and created metapopulation structures highly vulnerable to the subsequent human impact. En-
vironmental DNA from sediments also provided valuable information relating to megafaunal
extinctions. For instance, it revealed the exact timing of megafaunal extinctions in different ge-
ographic regions, such as the late survival of the mammoth and horse in interior Alaska (138).
Furthermore, it also helped to pinpoint likely environmental drivers of megafaunal extinctions,
such as a shift in Arctic vegetation assemblages from dry steppe-tundra dominated by forbs to
moist tundra dominated by woody plants and graminoids at the end of the last glacial period (84).

Animal and Plant Domestication and Exploitation

The domestication of animals and plants over the past 11,500 years has offered invaluable insights
into positive selection and the associated environmental adaptations. Studies of aDNA investigated
the genetic footprint of domestication in various taxa such as pigs (139), dogs (140), and chickens
(141), though arguably it is the horse that has received most of the attention to date, partly owing
to its relatively rich and continuous paleontological record. Recent work has shed new light on
the origin and spread of horse domestication (142) and has revealed how this process imposed
positive selection on a range of genes involved with cognition, physiology, and locomotion; led to
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Major human migrations and spread of pathogens. (a) Migrations of modern humans as revealed by genomic data. Many of the depicted migration events were only possible to infer using ancient DNA data sets (e.g., Neolithic, Yamnaya, and Sintashta expansions in Western Eurasia) (132). (b) Spread of the Bronze Age plague. Circles indicate the geographic locations and the age of sites where genomic evidence of the plague-causing bacterium *Yersinia pestis* was isolated from ancient human remains (147). Chronology and geography correlate with the expansion (arrows) of peoples of the Yamnaya culture, as inferred from ancient genomes, suggesting diffusion of the disease through these prehistoric migrations. Abbreviation: CA, Central Anatolia; FC, Fertile Crescent; kya, thousands of years ago; IP, Iberian Peninsula; PCS, Pontic–Caspian steppe.

higher numbers of deleterious mutations; and resulted in a net loss of genetic diversity over the last two millennia (143, 144).

Plant domestication has received considerably less attention, possibly owing to the rarity of suitable plant macrofossil remains. Nevertheless, studies have revealed temporal patterns of adaptation and migration for important crops such as maize, wheat, cotton, and barley (reviewed in 31). This information may be used to facilitate the reintroduction of ancient alleles, lost at various stages of domestication, into modern animal breeds and plant varieties to advance breeding and management. Similarly, ancient biomolecules assisted with unraveling the beginnings of exploitation of wild species by humans. For instance, the analysis of lipid residues in more than 6,400 pottery vessels from across Europe, the Near East, and North Africa (145) identified beeswax in ceramic pottery sherds dating back as early as the seventh millennium BC, pointing to widespread exploitation of honeybee products by early farming societies in these regions.

**Ancient Pathogens and Microbiomes**

Shotgun sequencing of ancient skeletal remains can also reveal genetic information about the microorganisms originally associated with their host, from specific pathogens to entire microbiomes (Figure 3b), while lipid analyses allow the detection of their cell wall biomarkers. Work to date has investigated the origin and evolution of some of the deadliest pathogens in human history, including the etiological agents of the Spanish flu and the bubonic plague—the H1N1 influenza virus (146) and *Yersinia pestis* (81), respectively. Interestingly, Rasmussen et al. (147) showed that bubonic plague had been widespread ∼3,000 years before any known written records and identified the temporal patterns of the appropriation of the genes contributing to the high pathogenicity of this bacterial species. The presence of cell wall biomarkers of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*, namely mycolic acids, and the detection of *M. tuberculosis* aDNA in ancient individuals are seen as complementary evidence for ancient tuberculosis (148). Furthermore, deep sequencing of dental calculus and coprolites has identified bacteria typical of both oral and gut microbiomes in archaic, Neolithic, and medieval humans (29, 30, 149, 150). These studies suggest that major dietary shifts in human history, such as neolithization and the Industrial Revolution, have caused a marked decrease in microbiome diversity and the rise of microbial taxa linked to chronic diseases. Future genomic studies of ancient microorganisms promise to bring major advances to our understanding of the evolution of human health and disease.

**Phylogenetics of Extinct Taxa**

Protein sequence variation has proven to be large enough to allow phylogenetic inference for extinct species recalcitrant to aDNA analysis. For instance, COL1 was used to elucidate the phylogeny of *Macrauchenia patachonica* and *Toxodon platensis*, two species of South American native ungulates, a taxonomic group of ∼280 recently extinct placental mammal species (20, 151). These studies placed these two species as a sister-clade to perissodactyls. The conclusions of these studies
were confirmed by aDNA analysis in a more recent study by Westbury et al. (152). Similarly, Cleland et al. (153) used collagen sequences to place the species Castoroides obioensis, a Pleistocene giant beaver, within the Rodentia group. Prior to this, Buckley (154) sequenced ancient collagen from the so-called Malagasy aardvark (Plesiorycteropus), finding it more closely related to tenrecs than to aardvarks. Recent research indicates that the analysis of ancient proteins is a particularly promising approach to studying phylogenetics of Late Pleistocene hominins (e.g., Neanderthals, Denisovans), especially for regions and time periods in which ancient nuclear DNA is unlikely to survive (47).

**Prehistoric Milk Use and the Evolution of Lactase Persistence**

The widespread preservation of animal fats in archaeological pottery results from animal product processing, with the saturated fatty acids, palmitic (C16:0) and stearic (C18:0), dominating archaeological lipid assemblages (119). Compound-specific carbon isotope analysis of the latter two compounds enables discrimination between fats from ruminants and from nonruminants, as well as between fats from the carcass and from the milk of ruminants, as shown in Figure 4 (124). Evershed and coworkers (155) examined more than 2,200 pottery vessels from sites in the Near East and southeastern Europe to provide the earliest evidence for milk processing in the seventh millennium BC. This finding raises questions about whether lactase persistence, i.e., the postweaning ability to digest lactose, was required for the development of early dairy economies. These prehistoric farmers may well have been processing milk in pots to reduce the lactose to make their dairy products more digestible. Indeed, investigations of pottery from a cattle-herding site in central Poland dating to the sixth millennium BC demonstrated specialized milk processing using sieves, pointing to cheese-making (156). Studies of aDNA showed that the lactase persistence allele—located in a regulatory region upstream of LCT—rose to high frequency in Europe only quite recently, in the last 4,000 years (157), and may have been introduced initially into northern Europe by steppe populations migrating westward (7). The detection of horse milk in pottery from the Eurasian steppe using compound-specific carbon and hydrogen isotope values of fatty acids in tandem, together with skeletal morphologies, further supports the aDNA evidence (127).

**Evolution of Grasses**

The modern global ecosystem has a significant component of C4 plants, comprising drought-adapted grasses and sedges that mostly grow in tropical savannas, temperate grasslands, and semidesert shrublands. Yet, while we know that C4 carbon fixation is the youngest and most advanced of the three photosynthetic pathways used by plants, we are less certain when and where C4 plants originated and how they expanded across the planet. Cerling and coworkers (159) addressed the question of the global expansion of C4 plants by measuring the carbon isotope composition in mammalian tooth enamel and paleosol carbonate from Pakistan and North America across the late Miocene. The results showed a shift of carbon isotope values of 10‰ at approximately 7–5 million years ago (mya) both in the New and the Old World, which was interpreted as a global expansion of C4 plants. Following up on this, Freeman & Colarusso (160) studied Siwalk paleosols from Pakistan, Nepal, and Bengal Fan sediments for the abundances and carbon isotopic composition of plant cuticular wax n-alkanes to examine molecular evidence for the expansion of C4 grasses on the Indian subcontinent. They showed that the carbon isotopic values of high-carbon-number n-alkanes (C27 to C31), both in the ancient soils and ocean sediments, experienced a shift from low δ13C values (approximately −30‰) to higher values (approximately −22‰) prior to 6 mya, providing further support to the Miocene C4 plant expansion hypothesis.
Origin of Early Life Forms

Owing to their superior preservation over longer time periods, lipid biomarkers have played a key role in determining the timing of major evolutionary innovations in early life forms. For instance, Brocks and coworkers examined lipid biomarkers in the Pilbara Craton shales (Australia) in order to identify the types of microorganisms inhabiting the oceans in Archaean times (>2,000 mya (161)). Among the complex lipid distributions, they were able to discern hopane biomarkers. The presence of 2α-methyl hopanes, diagnostic of cyanobacteria, helped constrain the age of the oldest...
Basis of use of compound-specific isotope values of fatty acids to distinguish ancient animal fats. (a) Histogram of the δ¹³C values of C₁₈:₀ fatty acid and glucose extracted from plants. The histogram demonstrates an 8.1‰ mean difference in the δ¹³C values of C₁₈:₀ fatty acid (mean = −36.3‰) and glucose (mean = −28.2‰), and these isotopic differences are known to result from fractionation during the formation of acetylCoA. (b) Diagram showing the routing of dietary fatty acids and carbohydrates in the rumen, adipose tissue, and mammary gland of the ruminant animal. Approximately 60% of the C₁₈:₀ in ruminant milk appears to be directly incorporated from the diet after biodegradation of unsaturated fatty acids (e.g., C₁₈:₁) in the rumen and reflects the inability of the mammary gland to biosynthesize C₁₈:₀. The difference in the δ¹³C values of C₁₈:₀ in ruminant adipose tissues and dairy fats can also be seen in the graphs in panels c and d. (c) Plot of the δ¹³C values of the C₁₈:₀ and C₁₆:₀ fatty acids obtained from modern reference fats, with p = 0.684 confidence ellipses. (d) Plot of the Δ¹³C (δ¹³C₁₈:₀−Δ¹³C₁₆:₀) values of the major fatty acid components (C₁₆:₀ and C₁₈:₀) of modern reference fats, demonstrating that animal fats are also distinguished by using this criterion. The three fields correspond to the ranges of δ¹³C values of the domesticates known to comprise the major component of prehistoric economies. All of the animals were raised on C₄ diets in Britain. The δ¹³C values obtained from the modern reference materials have been adjusted for post–Industrial Revolution effects of fossil fuel burning by the addition of 1.2‰. (c, f) Example of an application of the δ¹³C and Δ¹³C proxies as a means to identify the source of animal fats in archaeological pottery sherds. Plots of the δ¹³C values for the C₁₆:₀ and C₁₈:₀ fatty acids (c) and Δ¹³C values (f) prepared from animal fat residues extracted from sherds of Neolithic sieves (red) and cooking pots (green) from the region of Kuyavia (Poland). Ellipses and ranges are those for modern animal fats depicted in panels c and d. Each data point represents an individual vessel. The study concluded that sieves were used for processing milk products to make cheese, while cooking pots were mainly used to process ruminant meat products. Note that the differences in the δ¹³C values between modern and archaeological animal fats (c, f) are due to environmental factors (e.g., diet) and are removed when using the Δ¹³C values (d, f). Analytical precision is ±0.3‰. Panels a–d adapted from Reference 158.

Reconstructing Environmental Drivers of Evolution

Lipid biomarkers have a central role to play in determining past climatic conditions, such as temperature and precipitation, which would have been critical drivers of evolutionary changes. For example, ocean sediments offer two major proxies for reconstructing past temperatures. First, the alkenones biomarkers deriving from the planktonic alga *Emiliania huxleyi* were detected in ocean sediments and the degree of unsaturation in the C₃₁ homologs was found to vary linearly with sea surface temperature, covarying with δ¹⁸O values of foraminiferal carbonate (164). The proxy, termed U₅₋₁₇, has been rigorously calibrated in laboratory cultures and through analyses of suspended particulates, core top sediments, and in situ measurements of sea surface temperature. As a result, U₅₋₁₇ can now provide paleotemperature estimates going back at least 2.5 myr with an accuracy of +/-1°C. The second sea surface temperature proxy, TEX₈₆, is based on glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraethers (GDGTs), which serve as membrane lipids in Archaea (121). Though GDGTs provide temperature estimates (based on variations in the number of cyclopentyl and cyclohexyl rings and/or methyl branches in their structures) of lower precision compared to U₅₋₁₇ (+/-2.5°C), the former survive in sediments for tens to hundreds of millions of years. A notable example of the power of these molecular paleothermometers was in the investigation of global warming 55 mya at the Paleocene/Eocene Thermal Maximum. The GDGT biomarkers from a core drilled near the North Pole predicted mean annual sea surface temperatures of >20°C, and thus, an ice-free world (165).
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The field of ancient biomolecules is likely to take numerous new directions over the coming years. Here we outline a selected few that are likely to make significant advances with respect to evolutionary inference.

Large-Scale, High-Coverage Genome Panels

Large-scale ancient genomic projects have so far relied either on low-coverage genome sequences (∼1X average coverage) or targeted capture of common genomic variants, owing to the prohibitive costs of generating high-coverage ancient genomic data (13). The number of individuals investigated in a single study is now comparable to those profiled in studies on living populations (166). Although these approaches are well suited for the analysis of deep demographic history at broader, continental-level scales, they pose severe limitations on the ability to infer more recent demographic events and separate more closely related populations. Thus, an important next step in aDNA research will be to routinely sequence large numbers of high-coverage genomes spanning larger spatial and temporal scales. This progress will be essential for facilitating the reconstruction of ancient epigenomes, elucidating selective processes, pinpointing the timing of divergence and admixture events, robustly detecting past inbreeding, and determining detailed family relationships between individuals. Large-scale, high-coverage genome panels will thus be instrumental in shifting the research focus from pattern description to mechanistic explanation of evolutionary processes.

High-Throughput Sequencing of Single Microfossils

Presently, the reconstruction of past population dynamics is limited to taxa with relatively continuous macrofossil records. This excludes most unicellular, as well as some major multicellular, groups of organisms (e.g., bacteria, fungi, plants), whose paleorecord is dominated by microfossils (e.g., pollen, fungal and bacterial spores). We therefore anticipate that the next stage of environmental aDNA research will be the deployment of high-throughput sequencing of individual microfossils aided by the rise of novel sequencing technologies. Single-cell sequencing technologies, which allow genome-wide sequencing of hundreds to thousands of single cells in parallel at a relatively low cost (167), seem to be a particularly promising research direction. If successful, high-throughput microfossil sequencing will enable simultaneous retrieval of a large number of individual genomes belonging to several different groups of organisms and thereby enable unprecedentedly detailed investigation into the evolutionary history of hundreds to thousands of species in parallel.

Deep-Time Phylogenetics

Ancient proteins can survive considerably longer than aDNA (61). Consequently, paleoproteomics has the potential to provide access to genetic evidence from epochs and geographic areas incompatible with aDNA preservation and enable investigation into deep-time evolution, which has so far been intractable for molecular phylogenetics. For this purpose, confident sequence reconstruction and coverage maximization should be prioritized over identification of a high number of generally poorly covered proteins. We expect that paleoproteomic analysis will increasingly rely both on stringent probability scores and confident sequence reconstruction through either a nearly complete fragment ion series or multiple coverage of the same amino acid position in partially overlapping peptides (113). Although COL1 is one of the most abundant and stable proteins,
often surviving for millions of years in biomineralized tissues, its value for phylogenetic inference can be inadequate owing to its limited variability (48). For example, the most recent phylogenetic analysis based on collagen sequences from a nonavian dinosaur, *Brachylophosaurus canadensis*, was unstable depending on the subsets of peptides examined (168). We therefore call for further efforts to identify proteins that possess enough variability to permit more detailed inferences about evolutionary processes beyond the last one million years (169, 170).

Ancient proteomes could be used to resolve the systematics of long-extinct groups of organisms, especially in instances where there are high levels of convergence among distantly related taxa. Condylarths, an informal group of extinct primitive ungulates, could be an ideal candidate target for this new approach. This label is largely used to classify ungulates that have not been clearly assigned to either Perissodactyla or Cetartiodactyla and is most probably composed of several unrelated mammalian lineages (171). Future studies focusing on condylarths and other similar groups, while following the above-discussed principles, may facilitate significant alteration of early mammalian radiations.

Recently, a study by Vajda et al. (172) has revealed the great promise of ancient leaf waxes for understanding the phylogenies of extinct plant taxa whose fossils do not yield aDNA sequences. The authors analyzed geothermally resistant fossil cuticles of seed plants using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. These cuticles are composed of an insoluble membrane of lipids and hydrocarbon polymers impregnated with soluble waxes that can survive on very long time scales, even as far back as the earliest appearance of land plants. The results showed that the cuticles can preserve biomolecular information that can consistently differentiate major taxa. This holds true for cuticles with markedly different diagenetic histories, highlighting the potential universality of this proxy. Considering that fossil leaves are available for a wide range of extinct plant taxa, this new proxy offers an exciting opportunity to reconstruct extinct plant relationships far into the geological past.

**Evolution of Protein Structure and Function**

On a longer perspective, the robust reconstruction of very ancient protein sequences has the potential to help advance theoretical elements in molecular evolution studies, such as ancestral amino acid sequence reconstruction (ASR) (173, 174). It is still not fully understood whether the methods currently used for this purpose are reliable, neither is it clear which of the available methods should be chosen. Furthermore, current ASR studies do not incorporate protein sequences derived from extinct clades, limiting ASR inferences to the phylogenetic processes behind the protein evolution of extant species. Thus, by using ancient protein sequencing, we may also be able to advance our understanding of protein evolution by directly observing ancient protein sequences at critical evolutionary moments, enabling the reconstruction of the processes behind losses or acquisitions of function, with potential implications for future bioengineering of novel proteins. Simultaneously, approaches such as ASR, structural modeling, and the functional analysis of (reconstructed ancient) proteins might provide insights into the driving forces behind protein sequence evolution in now-extinct clades (175).

**Ancient Lipidomics**

The study of lipidomes investigates whole lipid assemblages as opposed to individual compounds, relying on newly developed high-resolution instrumentation and dedicated data-processing workflows. The production of large data sets—large both in terms of numbers of individual compounds, which can be in the thousands in biological samples, and numbers of individual samples
analyzed—is highly challenging but opens up new exciting avenues of investigation. For example, lipidomics can reveal low-abundance compounds to be of high relevance for elucidating biochemical or biosynthetic links between compounds or prompt biomarker discoveries (176). Although further development of multi-parametrical statistical approaches will be essential to overcome the current challenges of effectively analyzing huge data volumes, this field holds great potential for advancing our understanding of the origins of lipid signatures in the geological record and the establishment of novel lipid biomarkers.

**Multiproxy Approaches**

The field of ancient biomolecules has now entered a new phase, embarking on large-scale, diachronic analyses that provide broader perspectives on the origin and evolution of life across temporal and spatial spheres. Recent studies have shown how the use of a combination of ancient biomolecules can provide a more coherent approach to tackling complex biological questions than the use of any of these biomolecular proxies alone. For instance, Warinner et al. (29) have combined the analyses of aDNA and proteins to provide high-resolution taxonomic and functional characterization of the ancient oral microbiome that enabled simultaneous investigation of pathogen activity, host immunity, and diet in past populations. We anticipate that future studies will increasingly adopt such multiproxy approaches, integrating the analyses of different ancient biomolecules and combining them with environmental and cultural proxies in order to provide unprecedented insights into the evolutionary history of life on Earth.

**CONCLUSION**

Studies of ancient biomolecules have come a long way—from retrieval of short sequences of mitochondrial DNA from late Holocene materials to the assembly of full nuclear genome sequences and characterization of proteins and lipids dating back millions of years. These studies have profoundly deepened our understanding of the origin of early life forms, adaptation and extinction processes, and past migrations and admixtures that gave rise to present-day biological diversity, including in our own species. Today, ancient biomolecules can provide direct insights into both the deep and recent evolutionary past, at a scale and level of detail that few would have predicted less than a decade ago.
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